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In 1919 the immigration of Indian indentured labourers into British Guiana came to an end. As the prospect of reviving it faded rapidly, the colonial government came up with a scheme of colonization to persuade the Indian government to resume emigration in a different form. That year Timheri, the prestigious Journal of the Agricultural Society of Guiana, published a special issue on colonization and a major review of eighty years of indentured emigration from India. James Rodway, the editor of the journal and the premier historian of British Guiana, wrote the lead article on the history of colonization, with two accompanying photographs: one showing a group of newly arrived Indian men and women arrayed against the side of the boat that brought them-lines of faceless 'coolies'-and the other photograph, just below it, of a prosperous looking East Indian settler family.' The aim of these two photographs was to render visible a historical process. What was represented was a trajectory-that of the creation of the family from an amorphous mass of coolies.
The photographs and the accompanying essay were intended to counter the objections to indenture. It had been precisely on the question of the failure of the formation of the family, that the indenture system had been morally condemned. Indenture, it was argued powerfully by the Indian nationalists, had degraded the labourers: the men had been enslaved, the women made prostitutes, and family life destroyed. ' Against this moral condemnation the photographs were too weak a defence. Yet, they told a story, however unconvincing, of a moral order of family that the system of indenture claimed to have created from the chaos of coolie domestic lives-yes, chaos was how Edward Jenkins, an early critic of the indenture system, had described the family and marriage among the Indian labourers in 1870.3 3 At the end of the indenture system, the ideal of the Indian family was thus sought to be established. Rodway wrote that the 'East Indian is a family man, as can be seen in our streets every day where father, mother and baby walk together ... they have something like a real home'/ This idyllic image of the East Indian family, deployed specifically to contest the nationalist critique, however was a fairly recent creation. Thirty years earlier, in a rare confessional moment, the Governor of British Guiana had bemoaned the absence of family life among Indian plantation labour and hoped to 'restore family life which is largely obliterated by emigration as now conducted'.5 What had provoked the colonial official to embark on this extraordinary project of restoration of family was literally its 'obliteration'-evident to him in the growing incidence of murders of Indian women by their male partners which were termed 'wife' murders on the plantations.
In this paper, I discuss an aspect of the colonial project of ' The concern of the colonial office was largely to pre-empt any criticism of the indentured emigration system which might lead to its discontinuance. 
